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On the density of triangles and squares
in regular finite and unimodular random graphs
Viktor Harangi
Abstract
We explicitly describe the possible pairs of triangle and square densities for r-
regular finite simple graphs. We also prove that every r-regular unimodular random
graph can be approximated by r-regular finite graphs with respect to these densities.
As a corollary one gets an explicit description of the possible pairs of the third and
fourth moments of the spectral measure of r-regular unimodular random graphs.
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1 Introduction
For a finite simple graph G with vertex set V (G) let ck(G) denote the total number of
k-cycles (i.e., cycles of length k) in G. We define the density of k-cycles in G as
dk = dk(G)
def
=
ck(G)
|V (G))|
.
In this paper we explicitly describe the possible pairs (d3, d4) for r-regular (not necessarily
connected) finite graphs for any fixed integer r ≥ 3. In other words, we describe the relation
between the normalized number of three- and four-cycles in regular graphs. Problems of
similar nature have been studied in the literature. For instance, the following question of
Erdo˝s has been settled only recently: given an arbitrary graph G on n vertices, what is
the maximal number of 5-cycles if there is no 3-cycle in G? For details, see [6, 7].
Our method actually works in a more general setting: not only for finite graphs but
also for unimodular random graphs. A random graph is a probability distribution on
the space of locally finite, connected rooted graphs. A random graph is unimodular if it
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satisfies a certain invariance property that will be explained in Section 3. The study of
unimodular random graphs was initiated by Aldous and Lyons in [2]. This notion drew
a lot of attention partially because of its connection to Benjamini-Schramm convergence.
The limit of a convergent sequence of finite graphs is a random graph that is necessarily
unimodular. One of the most intriguing open questions in the area is whether the condition
of unimodularity is also sufficient.
Question 1.1 (Question 10.1 of [2]). Can every unimodular random graph be obtained as
the Benjamini-Schramm limit of finite graphs?
Miklo´s Abe´rt suggested the following approach. One can naturally define the densities
dk for a random graph (dk is the expected number of k-cycles containing the root divided
by k). Thus for some integers k1, . . . , km the tuple
(dk1, dk2, . . . , dkm)
can be associated both to finite graphs and to random graphs. It is easy to see that if a
sequence Gn of finite graphs converges to a random graphG, then dk(Gn) tends to dk(G) for
any fixed k. So it is natural to ask whether any r-regular unimodular random graph G can
be approximated by r-regular finite graphs in the sense that the tuples of the finite graphs
converge to the tuple corresponding to G. If we found a unimodular random graph that
cannot be approximated in the above sense for some k1, . . . , km, then this random graph
would be impossible to be obtained as the Benjamini-Schramm limit of finite graphs. We
settle the question for the first non-trivial case (d3, d4).
Theorem 1.2. The set
Pr3,4
def
= {(d3(G), d4(G)) : G is an r-regular finite simple graph} ⊂ R
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is dense in the set
Pˆr3,4
def
= {(d3(G), d4(G)) : G is an r-regular unimodular random graph} ⊂ R
2.
In fact, we give an explicit description of the sets Pr3,4 and Pˆ
r
3,4 for any given r.
The above results can be interpreted in the language of spectral measures as well. For
a finite graph G consider the transition matrix MG of the simple random walk on G. The
set of eigenvalues of MG is called the spectrum of G. One can get a probability measure on
the spectrum by putting mass 1/|V (G)| at each eigenvalue (counting multiplicities). We
call this measure the eigenvalue distribution of G and denote it by µG.
A related probability measure (the so-called spectral measure) can be associated to
locally finite, connected rooted graphs; for details, see Section 3. From our point of view
one of the most important features of these measures is the following: if Gn is a graph
sequence converging to a random graph G, then the measures µGn weakly converge to the
expected spectral measure of G, which we will also denote by µG.
Question 1.3 (Abe´rt). Can the expected spectral measure of every unimodular random
graph be obtained as the weak limit of the eigenvalue distribution of finite graphs?
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Of course, a negative answer to this question would imply a negative answer to Question
1.1. When studying these measures, it is natural to look at their moments: the k-th moment
of µG is defined as
∫
xk dµG(x). For k = 3, 4 these k-th moments can be computed from
the densities dk. Thus as a corollary of our result we get a description of the possible
pairs of third and fourth moments of µG for r-regular finite graphs and also for r-regular
unimodular random graphs. Note that in a recent paper Abe´rt, Glasner and Vira´g studied
the possible shapes of the eigenvalue distribution of r-regular finite graphs [1].
Acknowledgments
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2 Finite graphs
In this section we study the density of triangles and squares in regular finite graphs.
2.1 Notations and preliminaries
Let G be an r-regular finite simple graph for a fixed integer r ≥ 3; V (G) denotes the set of
its vertices, E(G) is the set of its edges. First we explain how the third and fourth moments
of the eigenvalue distribution of G can be expressed in terms of the density of three- and
four-cycles in G. Recall that MG denotes the transition matrix of the simple random walk
on G; let the eigenvalues of MG be λ1, . . . , λ|V (G)|. The eigenvalue distribution of G is the
following probability measure:
µG
def
=
1
|V (G)|
|V (G)|∑
i=i
δλi,
where δx is the Dirac measure centered on x. The k-th moment of this measure is∫
xk dµG(x) =
1
|V (G)|
|V (G)|∑
i=1
λki .
The eigenvalues of the k-th power of the transition matrix are λki ; i = 1, . . . , |V (G)|. So
their sum is equal to the trace of MkG, which, in turn, can be expressed in terms of return
probabilities. Consider the simple random walk on G starting from a vertex x. Let pk(G, x)
denote the probability of return in k steps. It is easy to see that these return probabilities
pk(G, x) are the elements of the main diagonal of the matrix M
k
G. So the k-th moment in
question is simply the average of these return probabilities:∫
xk dµG(x) =
1
|V (G)|
∑
x∈V (G)
pk(G, x).
For k = 3, 4, pk(G, x) is determined by the number of k-cycles containing x, let us denote
this number by ck(G, x). Clearly,
p3(G, x) =
2c3(G, x)
r3
; p4(G, x) =
2c4(G, x) + 2r
2 − r
r4
.
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Let the total number of k-cycles in G be ck(G); then
ck(G) =
1
k
∑
x∈V (G)
ck(G, x).
We define the density of the k-cycles as
dk(G) =
ck(G)
|V (G)|
.
It follows that ∫
x3 dµG(x) =
6
r3
d3(G) ;
∫
x4 dµG(x) =
8
r4
d4(G) +
2r − 1
r3
.
Consequently, determining the possible pairs of the third and fourth moments of µG is
equivalent to describing the possible pairs (d3(G), d4(G)).
We introduce the following notations. For a graph G and a vertex x ∈ V (G) we set
P (G, x) = P3,4(G, x)
def
= (c3(G, x)/3, c4(G, x)/4) ∈ R
2,
P (G) = P3,4(G)
def
= (d3(G), d4(G)) ∈ R
2.
By definition, P (G) is the center of the points P (G, x); x ∈ V (G). Which points of R2 can
we get as P (G) for some r-regular graph G? How does the set of such points look like?
Let
Pr = Pr3,4
def
= {P3,4(G) : G is an r-regular finite simple graph} ⊂ R
2.
The following simple observation shows that the closure of this set is convex.
Proposition 2.1. For any two points P1, P2 ∈ P
r and any rational number 0 < q < 1, the
convex combination qP1 + (1− q)P2 also lies in P
r. Consequently, cl(Pr) must be convex.
Proof. Take an r-regular Gi with P (Gi) = Pi, i = 1, 2. Let a < b be positive integers with
q = a/b. Let G be the disjoint union of a|V (G2)| copies of G1 and (b− a)|V (G1)| copies of
G2. Clearly, G is r-regular and P (G) = qP1 + (1− q)P2.
How does this compact convex set cl(Pr) look like for a given r? Using a result of
Bolloba´s we managed to fully describe this convex set. We will prove that it is a convex
polygon with ⌈r/2⌉+ 2 vertices. In fact, Pr consists of those points in this polygon which
have rational coordinates.
We need to introduce a few more notations. In an r-regular graph G we denote the set
of neighbors of a vertex x by N(x), and the induced subgraph on N(x) by Gx. Clearly,
|V (Gx)| = |N(x)| = r ; |E(Gx)| = c3(G, x).
For the sake of simplicity we will use the term cherry for paths of length 2. We will
call the first and last vertex of the path leaves, while the middle vertex will be referred
to as the node of the cherry. It is easy to see that c4(G, x) equals the number of cherries
in G with both leaves lying in N(x) and the node being different from x. We distinguish
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two types of such cherries depending on whether the node also lies in N(x) (type 1) or not
(type 2).
Suppose that for a given vertex x the graph Gx has degrees d1, . . . , dr ≥ 0. Then the
number of type 1 cherries with respect to x equals the number of cherries in Gx:
r∑
i=1
(
di
2
)
.
The type 2 cherries are those having both leaves in N(x) and their node outside {x} ∪
N(x). Let us consider those edges of G which have one endpoint in N(x) and one outside
{x} ∪N(x). If each of these edges has a different endpoint outside {x} ∪N(x), then there
are no type 2 cherries with respect to x. Soon we will see examples of regular graphs that
do not have any type 2 cherries with respect to any of its vertices.
2.2 Constructing the extreme graphs
In this section we will construct the extreme graphs of our problem, that is, the graphs
corresponding to the vertices of the polygon cl(Pr). Consider an arbitrary partition of r:
r = r1 + · · ·+ rl
for some positive integers l, r1, . . . , rl. Due to Lemma 4.1 of the Appendix there exists
a hypergraph H such that each of its vertices is contained by l hyperedges with sizes
r1+1, . . . , rl+1, and the girth of H is at least 5 (that is, any Berge cycle has length at least
5). Now the graph G = Gr1,...,rl is obtained from H by the following way: V (G) = V (H)
and two vertices are connected with an edge in G if there is a hyperedge in H which
contains both of them.
It can be seen easily that G is an r-regular graph with the property that for each x ∈
V (G) the graph Gx is isomorphic to the disjoint union of the complete graphs Kr1, . . . , Krl.
Also, G does not contain any type 2 cherries, which follows easily from the fact that H has
girth at least 5.
How can one compute the values of d3(G) and d4(G) for such a graph G? It is quite
easy because G was constructed in such a way that c3(G, x) and c4(G, x) do not depend
on x ∈ V (G):
c3(G, x) =
l∑
i=1
(
ri
2
)
; c4(G, x) =
l∑
i=1
ri
(
ri − 1
2
)
.
It follows that d3(G) = c3(G, x)/3 and d4(G) = c4(G, x)/4 for an arbitrary vertex x ∈ V (G).
We will use these graphs only in the special case when the ri’s are (almost) equal. More
precisely, for a positive integer l ≤ r we take the partition of r into l parts with as equal
parts as possible; namely, we set
r1 =
[r
l
]
; r2 =
[
r + 1
l
]
; . . . ; rl =
[
r + l − 1
l
]
.
We use these values in the above construction; let Crl denote the obtained graph. We know
that all the induced subgraphs (Crl )
x are isomorphic to the r-vertex graph which is the
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disjoint union of l complete graphs with sizes as equal as possible; let this graph be Drl .
The complement of Drl is the Tura´n graph T
r
l : the unique graph that has the maximum
possible number of edges of any r-vertex graph not containing a complete graph Kl+1.
Also note that the graph Cr1 is isomorphic to the complete graph Kr+1 (or the disjoint
union of Kr+1’s), while C
r
r has girth at least 5, that is, it does not contain any three- or
four-cycles.
For a fixed r let us consider these graphs Cr1 , . . . , C
r
r along with the complete bipartite
graph Kr,r. (For notational convenience we set C
r
0
def
= Kr,r.) Each of these graphs is r-
regular, so the corresponding points P rl
def
= P (Crl ) are in P
r. It follows that the convex hull
of these points is contained by cl(Pr):
cl(Pr) ⊃ Qr
def
= conv {P r0 , P
r
1 , . . . , P
r
r } = conv {P (Kr,r), P (C
r
1), . . . , P (C
r
r )} .
In fact, cl(Pr) = Qr. Before we prove that, let us examine how this polygon Qr looks
like. Actually, one does not need to consider all the points P rl . For ⌈r/2⌉ ≤ l ≤ r, the
graph Crl contains no four-cycles, so d4(C
r
l ) = 0. It means that the points P
r
l = P (C
r
l ),
⌈r/2⌉ ≤ l ≤ r all lie on the horizontal segment connecting P r⌈r/2⌉ and P
r
r . Thus it is enough
to consider the convex hull of the points P r0 , P
r
1 , . . . , P
r
⌈r/2⌉, P
r
r . However, it is not hard to
see that one cannot omit any more points from this system: Qr is a convex polygon with
⌈r/2⌉+ 2 vertices. Figure 1 shows the polygon Q12.
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P0
12
P12
12
d
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40
60
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120
140
160
180
Figure 1: Q12
To get a rough picture how Qr looks like, we do the following. For Crl we have
d3(C
r
l ) =
1
6
l
(r
l
)2
+O(r) ≈
r2
6l
; d4(C
r
l ) =
1
8
l
(r
l
)3
+O(r2) ≈
r3
8l2
.
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More precisely, for any fixed 1 ≤ l ≤ r
lim
r→∞
6
r2
· d3(C
r
l ) =
1
l
; lim
r→∞
8
r3
· d4(C
r
l ) =
1
l2
.
As for Kr,r,
d3(Kr,r) = 0 ; d4(Kr,r) =
r3
8
.
Consequently, if we consider the image ofQr under the linear transformation thatmultiplies
the x-coordinate by 6/r2 and the y-coordinate by 8/r3, then the obtained polygons converge
(in Hausdorff distance) to the following set
Q
def
= conv
(
{(0, 0), (0, 1)} ∪
{
(x, x2) :
1
x
∈ N
})
⊂ R2.
Figure 2 shows the limit set Q.
0 1
0
1
Figure 2: Q
2.3 Main theorem
Theorem 2.2. We have Pr = {(x, y) ∈ Qr : x, y ∈ Q}. In particular, cl(Pr) = Qr.
We have already seen that all the vertices of Qr lie in Pr. Due to Proposition 2.1 it
follows that Pr ⊃ {(x, y) ∈ Qr : x, y ∈ Q}. The points in Pr have rational coordinates,
thus it suffices to prove that Pr ⊂ Qr. Taking an arbitrary r-regular graph G, we need to
show that P (G) ∈ Qr. Since it is clear that P (G) is between the vertical lines x = 0 and
x = r(r − 1)/6, we need to prove the following two assertions:
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• P (G) is under (or on) the segment connecting P r0 = P (Kr,r) and P
r
1 = P (Kr+1).
• P (G) is above (or on) the broken line P r1P
r
2 · · ·P
r
r .
We know that P (G) is the center of the points P (G, x), x ∈ V (G). It turns out that,
in fact, all points P (G, x) must lie under the segment P r0P
r
1 . (It is quite clear if one thinks
about it, but the rigorous proof is a bit technical, so we skip it now, but the complete proof
can be found in the Appendix, see Proposition 4.2.) It follows that their center, P (G),
also lies under the segment.
We cannot prove the second assertion in the same manner though, because it is possible
to have points P (G, x) strictly under the broken line P r1P
r
2 · · ·P
r
r . But even if we have such
points, the rest of the points will pull the center back above the broken line. We mention
that it is not very hard to show that for r = 3, 4 the points
1
2
P (G, x) +
1
2r
∑
y∈N(x)
P (G, y)
lie above the broken line for an arbitrary vertex x. (The center of these points is also
P (G), so this implies the second assertion for r = 3, 4.) However, for larger values of r this
method does not work. We need a different approach.
Let us take a 4-cycle x1x2x3x4 in G. This 4-cycle was counted once in each c4(G, xi),
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (Recall that
∑
x∈V (G) c4(G, x) = 4c(G).) Now we introduce a different way of
counting cycles. How we count a 4-cycle x1x2x3x4 depends on whether the diagonals x1x3
and x2x4 are also edges of G.
• If both x1x3 and x2x4 are edges of G, then we count this 4-cycle once at each xi,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
• If only one of the diagonals, say x1x3, is an edge in G, then we count this 4-cycle
twice at x1 and x3, but we will not count it at x2 and x4.
• If neither x1x3, nor x2x4 is an edge in G, then we do not count this 4-cycle at all.
Let c˜4(G, x) denote the total number of 4-cycles counted at a vertex x. Unlike c4(G, x),
c˜4(G, x) is determined by G
x: it is the number of cherries in Gx with adjacent leaves plus
twice the number of cherries in Gx with nonadjacent leaves.
We counted each 4-cycle at most four times, hence∑
x∈V (G)
c˜4(G, x) ≤ 4c4(G) =
∑
x∈V (G)
c4(G, x). (1)
Set P˜ (G, x)
def
= (c3(G, x)/3, c˜4(G, x)/4), and let the center of these points be P˜ (G). The
points P˜ (G) and P (G) lie on the same vertical line, and P (G) is above P˜ (G) because of (1).
It is easy to see that in the case of G = Crl the two points coincide: P˜ (C
r
l ) = P (C
r
l ) = P
r
l .
In the remainder of this section we will prove that for each vertex x the point P˜ (G, x) is
above the broken line. This would imply that P˜ (G) is also above it and so is P (G).
We know that both c3(G, x) and c˜4(G, x) are determined by G
x. Note that the graph
Gx has r vertices, but, apart from that, it can be arbitrary. So we take an arbitrary graph
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H with r vertices. The number of edges is e = e(H), and for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 by ni = ni(H)
we denote the number of triples of vertices with the property that there are i edges going
between them. For example, n3 stands for the number of K3’s in the graph. Then the
total number of triples is
n0 + n1 + n2 + n3 =
(
r
3
)
. (2)
Let us take a triple of vertices and count the number of edges going between the three
vertices, then add up this number for all possible triples. On the one hand, this sum is
clearly n1 + 2n2 + 3n3. On the other hand, we count each edge r − 2 times (once in each
of the r − 2 triples that contain both of its endpoints). Consequently,
n1 + 2n2 + 3n3 = (r − 2)e. (3)
Note that the number of cherries with adjacent leaves is 3n3 and the number of cherries
with non-adjacent leaves is n2. We obtain that
c3(G, x) = e(G
x) ; c˜4(G, x) = 3n3(G
x) + 2n2(G
x).
For the graphs G = Crl , the subgraphs G
x are all isomorphic to Drl . So we need to
show that the point (e, 3n3 + 2n2) is always above the broken line connecting the points
(e(Drl ), 3n3(D
r
l ) + 2n2(D
r
l )), l = 1, . . . , r. Since n2(D
r
l ) = 0, we get a stronger result if,
instead of 3n3 + 2n2, we prove the same for 3n3 + (3/2)n2, or, equivalently, for 2n3 + n2.
Using (2) and (3) we have
2n3 + n2 − n0 = (n1 + 2n2 + 3n3)− (n0 + n1 + n2 + n3) = (r − 2)e−
(
r
3
)
.
It follows that
2n3 + n2 = n0 + (r − 2)e−
(
r
3
)
.
Thus proving it for 2n3+n2 is the same as proving it for n0. Regarding the problem in the
complement graph we get the following: prove that the point (e, n3) (for an arbitrary graph
with order r) is above the broken line connecting the points (e(T rl ), n3(T
r
l )) corresponding
to the Tura´n graphs T rl , l = 1, . . . , r. This is a result of Bolloba´s from 1976 [3]. (The proof,
which is a very nice variant of Zykov’s symmetrization, can also be found in [4, Chapter
VI].) Actually, he proved this in greater generality: for points with the first coordinate
being the number of Kp’s and the second coordinate being the number of Kq’s in the
graph for arbitrary integers 2 ≤ p < q ≤ r. So using this result of Bolloba´s in the special
case p = 2; q = 3 gives us exactly what we needed; the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.
As we have seen, our problem turned out to be related to the following well-studied
problem: what is the minimal number f(e) of triangles (K3’s) in a graph with e edges?
There are a lot of good bounds for f(e), and for certain e’s even the exact value of f(e) is
known. For details, see [8, 10].
3 Unimodular random graphs
In this section we explain how the proof of the previous section can be modified to work for
unimodular random graphs. First we give a brief overview of random graphs, Benjamini-
Schramm convergence, and unimodularity.
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We start with introducing the space of rooted graphs. For a positive integer D let RGD
denote the set of rooted graphs (G, o), where G is a connected, undirected graph G with
degree bound D (that is, each vertex has at most D neighbors), and o is a distinguished
vertex, called the root of G. Note that such a rooted graph has finitely or countably many
vertices. Let the rooted distance of (G1, o1) and (G2, o2) be 1/k where k is the maximal
integer such that the k-balls around o1 and o2 are isomorphic (as rooted graphs). The
rooted distance turns RGD to a compact, totally disconnected metric space.
A random graph is a Borel probability measure on RGD. A natural way to get a
convergence notion for these random graphs is to consider the weak topology on the space
of Borel probability measures. (Note that this is a compact space, since RGD is a complete
metric space.)
Any finite unrooted graph G gives rise to a random graph by assigning the root of
G uniformly randomly and taking the connected component of the root. We denote the
distribution of this random rooted graph by λG. This observation allows us to define a
convergence notion for finite unrooted graphs as well. We say that a sequence Gn of finite
graphs is Benjamini-Schramm convergent if the corresponding random graphs λGn converge
in the weak topology. The limit of Gn is defined as the weak limit of λGn .
So we can get random graphs as the limit of finite graphs. The question arises: which
random graphs can we get this way? The only known condition that such random graphs
necessarily satisfy is called unimodularity. (It is open whether this condition is also suf-
ficient; recall Question 1.1.) We will restrict ourselves to regular random graphs, since
it is somewhat easier to define unimodularity in that special case. (A random graph is
r-regular if it is concentrated on the set of r-regular connected rooted graphs. A random
graph is regular if it is r-regular for some r.) We take a regular random graph and pick a
uniform random neighbor of the root and consider the directed edge going from the root
to this neighbor. This way we get a probability measure on the space of connected graphs
equipped with a distinguished directed edge. If we revert this directed edge, we get another
probability measure on the same space. A regular random graph is unimodular if these
two measures coincide. (Note that this is equivalent to unimodularity only in the case of
regular random graphs.)
Unimodularity is equivalent to the property called mass transport principle. Let us
consider connected graphs (with degree bound D) with an ordered pair of distinguished
vertices. There is a natural topology on the space of such graphs (similar to the one we
defined on RGD). A non-negative Borel function on this space is called a mass transport
function: the function describes how much mass is sent from the first distinguished vertex
to the second one. If we have a random graph, then it makes sense to talk about the
expected total mass that the root sends out as well as the expected total mass that the
root receives. The random graph is unimodular if these two values are equal for arbitrary
mass transport function.
For a random graph λ let dk(λ) be the expected number of k-cycles containing the root
divided by k. Set
Pˆr = Pˆr3,4
def
= {(d3(λ), d4(λ)) : λ is an r-regular unimodular random graph} ⊂ R
2.
Note that for a finite unrooted graph G we have dk(G) = dk(λG). It follows that P
r ⊂ Pˆr.
It is also easy to see that dk is a continuous function on RGD. Consequently, Pˆ
r is the
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continuous image of RGD. Since RGD is compact, so is Pˆ
r. It follows that Pˆr ⊃ cl(Pr) =
Qr. In fact:
Theorem 3.1. We have Pˆr = Qr = cl(Pr).
Remark 3.2. The equality Pˆr = cl(Pr) means that any r-regular unimodular random
graph λ can be approximated by r-regular finite graphs in the sense that the points (d3, d4)
corresponding to the finite graphs can be arbitrarily close to (d3(λ), d4(λ)).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We need to prove that P (λ) = (d3(λ), d4(λ)) ∈ Q
r for an arbitrary
r-regular unimodular random graph λ.
For a connected rooted graph (G, o) let ck(G, o) denote the number of k-cycles in G
containing o. By definition we have
d3(λ) =
∫
c3(G, o)
3
dλ((G, o)) and d4(λ) =
∫
c4(G, o)
4
dλ((G, o)).
As in the finite setting, for an arbitrary r-regular rooted graph (G, o) the point (c3/3, c4/4)
lies between the vertical lines x = 0 and x = r(r − 1)/6 and below the segment P r0P
r
1 .
It follows that the same holds for the point P (λ) = (d3(λ), d4(λ)). (Note that here we
do not even need unimodularity.) Finally, to prove that P (λ) lies above the broken line
P r1P
r
2 · · ·P
r
r we distinguish four different types of 4-cycles containing the root in a rooted
graph (G, o). The 4-cycle oabc is
• of type 1 if both diagonals ob and ac are edges of G;
• of type 2 if only ob is an edge of G;
• of type 3 if only ac is an edge of G;
• of type 4 if neither ob, nor ac is an edge of G.
The number of 4-cycles of type i is denoted by c4,i(G, o); i = 1, 2, 3, 4. For a unimodular
random graph λ ∫
c4,2(G, o) dλ((G, o)) =
∫
c4,3(G, o) dλ((G, o)). (4)
This equality follows immediately from the mass transport principle: whenever we have
four vertices x1, x2, x3, x4 such that any two except the pair (x2, x4) are connected, then
let both x2 and x4 send a mass 1/2 both to x1 and to x3. We also have
c4(G, o) = c4,1(G, o) + c4,2(G, o) + c4,3(G, o) + c4,4(G, o).
As in the finite case we set
c˜4(G, o) = c4,1(G, o) + 2c4,2(G, o).
Using (4) it follows that∫
c4(G, o) dλ((G, o)) ≥
∫
c˜4(G, o) dλ((G, o)). (5)
On the other hand, the point (c3/3, c˜4/4) lies above the broken line for an arbitrary r-
regular rooted graph (G, o); the proof goes exactly the same way as in the finite setting.
Putting this and (5) together we conclude that P (λ) is above the broken line as desired.
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Using this result we can say something about the spectral properties of regular uni-
modular random graphs. The so-called spectral measure can be associated to any locally
finite, connected rooted graph (G, o); it is denoted by µG,o. It can be defined through the
transition operator of the graph [9]. For our purposes, however, it suffices to know that it
satisfies the following property: ∫
xk dµG,o(x) = pk(G, o).
So for a random graph, the moments of the expected spectral measure are equal to the
expected return probabilities of the simple random walk starting from the root. For k =
3, 4, these expected return probabilities can be expressed in terms of the densities d3 and
d4 of the random graph. Thus using Theorem 3.1 one can describe the possible pairs of
the third and fourth moments of the expected spectral measure of r-regular unimodular
random graphs.
4 Appendix
While constructing the extreme graphs in Section 2, we needed the existence of certain
regular hypergraphs with large girth. In [12] such hypergraphs were constructed but not in
the generality we need here. The proof of the next lemma is a straightforward generalization
of a construction due to Erdo˝s and Sachs [5, 11].
Lemma 4.1. For any positive integers g, r, and any sequence of integers s1, . . . , sr ≥ 2,
there exists a hypergraph H with the following properties:
• each vertex x of H is contained by exactly r hyperedges;
• the sizes of the hyperedges containing x are s1, . . . , sr for any given vertex x;
• the girth of H is at least g; that is, any Berge cycle of H has length at least g.
Proof. We prove by double induction. Take any g0 ≥ 2 and r0 ≥ 2, and assume that the
lemma holds for g = g0 − 1 and arbitrary r, and also for g = g0, r = r0 − 1 (and for
arbitrary prescribed sizes).
By the inductive hypothesis we have a hypergraph H0 satisfying the conditions of the
lemma for g = g0, r = r0− 1 and prescribed sizes s1, . . . , sr0−1. We also have a hypergraph
G satisfying the conditions for g = g0 − 1, r = |H0| and each of the |H0| prescribed sizes
being sr0.
Having these two hypergraphs, we take |G| copies of H0, denoted by H1, . . . , H|G|. Our
hypergraph H will be the disjoint union of the hypergraphs H1, . . . , H|G| with some addi-
tional hyperedges. Suppose that the vertex set of G is {1, 2, . . . , |G|}. For each hyperedge
E of G we add a hyperedge to H , which contains one vertex from every {Hi : i ∈ E}.
Since G has |H0| hyperedges containing a vertex i, we can choose a different vertex from
Hi for each of these |H0| = |Hi| hyperedges. Then any vertex of H is in exactly one of the
additional hyperedges (which all have size sr0).
We claim that H satisfies all three conditions of the lemma for g = g0, r = r0 and
prescribed sizes s1, . . . , sr0. The first two conditions clearly hold. To prove the third
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condition, we take an arbitrary Berge cycle in H : distinct vertices x0, x1, . . . , xk−1, xk = x0
and hyperedges E0, . . . , Ek−1 for some k ≥ 3 such that {xj , xj+1} ⊂ Ej. If all the vertices
in the cycle lie in the same Hi, then the length k of the cycle must be at least g0. If not,
then the cycle starts in one of the Hi’s, it makes a few steps inside Hi using its hyperedges,
then it jumps into another Hi using one of the additional hyperedges, and so on. So we
can consider the corresponding cycle in the hypergraph G which has girth at least g0 − 1.
Moreover, the cycle in H must take at least one step inside every new Hi it jumps into.
So k ≥ 2(g0 − 1) ≥ g0.
Finally, as promised, we give a rigorous proof for the following statement.
Proposition 4.2. For an arbitrary r-regular graph G and an arbitrary vertex x ∈ V (G),
the point P (G, x) lies under or on the segment P r0P
r
1 .
Proof. Recall that Gx denotes the induced graph on N(x), where N(x) is the set of neigh-
bors of x. We will denote the vertices in N(x) by x1, . . . , xr. Let the vertex degree of xi in
Gx be di. For each i we have 0 ≤ di ≤ r − 1; we can assume that d1 ≥ d2 ≥ . . . ≥ dr.
Now we consider the subgraph of G which contains those edges that have one endpoint
in N(x) and one endpoint outside {x} ∪N(x). This is a bipartite graph. The degree of xi
is clearly r − 1 − di. By e1 ≥ e2 ≥ . . . we will denote the degrees of the vertices outside
{x} ∪N(x). The sum of the numbers r − 1− di clearly equals the sum of ej ’s, thus
r∑
i=1
di +
∑
j
ej = r(r − 1). (6)
The above bipartite graph and Gx determine the point P (G, x). We can forget the rest of
the graph. We can take an arbitrary simple graph on the vertex set N(x) = {x1, . . . , xr}
and denote the degree of xi by di. Then we can take an arbitrary simple bipartite graph
such that the first vertex class is {x1, . . . , xr} and the degree of xi is r − 1 − di for each
1 ≤ i ≤ r. We can always complement these (by adding new vertices and edges) into a
simple r-regular graph.
Instead of P (G, x) = (c3(G, x)/3, c4(G, x)/4) we will work with the point (c3(G, x), c4(G, x)).
(This is just an affine transformation of our plane.) As we have seen, c3(G, x) is the number
of edges in Gx and c4(G, x) is the number of type 1 cherries plus the number of type 2
cherries:
c3(G, x) =
1
2
(d1 + · · ·+ dr) ; c4(G, x) =
r∑
i=1
(
di
2
)
+
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
.
The left endpoint P r0 corresponds to the complete bipartite graph Kr,r, that is, di = 0 for
each i and e1 = . . . = er−1 = r. The right endpoint P
r
1 corresponds to the complete graph
Kr+1, so we have di = r − 1 for each i. Consequently, after the affine transformation the
leftmost point is
(
0, (r − 1)
(
r
2
))
, while the rightmost point is
((
r
2
)
, r
(
r−1
2
))
. We need to
prove that (c3(G, x), c4(G, x)) is under or on the segment connecting these two points. The
slope of this segment is −1, so it suffices to prove that the sum of the coordinates
c3(G, x) + c4(G, x) =
1
2
(d1 + · · ·+ dr) +
r∑
i=1
(
di
2
)
+
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
(7)
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is at most (r − 1)
(
r
2
)
.
As a first step, we fix the di’s and maximize
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
. How should we choose our bipartite
graph to maximize
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
? The best we can do is the following. At the beginning, we
have the vertices x1, . . . , xr in the first class and have no vertices in the second class. We
add a vertex to the second class and connect it to all possible vertices xi, that is all vertices
with di < r − 1. Then we add another vertex to the second class and connect it to each
vertex xi with di < r − 2, and so on. At the end, we get a bipartite graph for which
ej = |{i : di < r − j}| . (8)
We claim that this is the bipartite graph for which
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
is maximal. To prove that we
only need to use that for arbitrary integers a ≥ b ≥ 1 we have(
a + 1
2
)
+
(
b− 1
2
)
≥
(
a
2
)
+
(
b
2
)
+ 1. (9)
Take the bipartite graph for which
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
is maximal. Assume that e1 < |{i : di < r−1}|.
Then there is an index i for which di < r − 1 and xi is not connected to the vertex
corresponding to e1. So we connect them and delete an other edge going out from xi. By
that we increased e1 by one and decreased some other ej by one. Since e1 ≥ ej , (9) implies
that
∑
j
(
ej
2
)
increased, which is a contradiction. Thus e1 = |{i : di < r− 1}|. Similarly, e2
must equal |{i : di < r − 2}|, and so on.
Now we forget for a moment that we have a graph. We just take an arbitrary sequence of
integers: r− 1 ≥ d1 ≥ d2 ≥ . . . ≥ dr ≥ 0. (Of course, not every such sequence corresponds
to a graph, but this does not bother us now.) We define ej ’s as in (8). We want to
prove that the expression on the right hand side of (7) is at most (r − 1)
(
r
2
)
. Take the
sequence {di}
r
i=1 for which this expression is maximal, and assume by contradiction that
this maximal value is greater than (r−1)
(
r
2
)
. Let d1 = k for some integer 1 ≤ k ≤ r−1. By
definition we have ej = r for 1 ≤ j ≤ r− k− 1, but er−k < r. We claim that er−k < k. Let
s be the largest positive integer for which d1 = d2 = . . . = ds = k. Then we decrease ds by
one so that ds = k−1. We still have a non-increasing sequence. The only ej that changes is
er−k: it increases by one. So if er−k ≥ k, then by (9) we get that the value of (7) increases
by at least 1/2, which contradicts our maximality assumption. It follows that we have
ej = r for 1 ≤ j ≤ r−k−1, but all the other ej’s are less than k. Also, all di’s are at most
k. Due to (6) the sum of the other ej ’s and the di’s is clearly r(r− 1)− r(r− k− 1) = rk.
So we have a few nonnegative integers such that each of them is at most k and their sum
is rk. Then it follows easily from (9) that the expression
r∑
i=1
(
di
2
)
+
∑
j≥r−k
(
ej
2
)
is maximal if r of those integers are equal to k and the rest are 0. So the above expression
is at most r
(
k
2
)
, which yields that the value of (7) is at most
rk
2
+ (r − k − 1)
(
r
2
)
+ r
(
k
2
)
.
By our assumption this is strictly greater than (r−1)
(
r
2
)
. Thus rk+ rk(k−1) > kr(r−1).
Dividing by rk we get that k > r − 1, contradiction.
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